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Scientific Approach

Induction from facts and not deduction from 
dogmas
Essence of scientific method : “bare” observation 
of facts as they are
Hypothesis should be logical- accepted only on  
“experimental” verification. 
The Buddha’s advice to Kalamas



The Practice  of  the Buddha’s 
teachings

Mindfulness of whatever is happening in the 
body-mind complex  

Yathaa bhuut gyaan darsanam
No pre-conceived notions, no speculations
Anicca , dukkha , anatta; four noble truths , 
pattica samutpaada etc. are not to be accepted 
on faith , but verified in the light of our own 
experience

All in tune with scientific method



Sensory perception & Modern 
Science

Contact of sense stimulus with sense receptor
Electrical nerve impulse generated 
Reaches primary receptive areas in cortex through 
Thalmus---creates a crude awareness {vigynana}
Nerve impulse passed to the corresponding 
secondary area in the brain which also receives 
inputs from other associated areas { memories, 
judgments , evaluation} {sangyaa}
Thus the crude awareness is converted into 
meaningful sensory experience



Sensory perception & Modern 
Science…………….

Depending on the nature of evaluation of the 
stimulus, one’s equilibrium is disturbed-we like it or 
dislike it to different degrees
More un-equilibrated one becomes more 
neurotransmitter substances { acetylcholine, 
serotonin, epinefrin etc.} are released
These trigger numerous effects on organs such as 
–thyroid, adrenal cortex, digestive tract, heart etc.



Sensory perception & Modern 
Science…………….

The changes in the biochemical reactions in the 
body change the body sensations {vedana} as 
sensed by the brain
Mental feelings and emotions are directly related to 
the somatic sensations
Reaction to these somatic sensations / mental 
feelings/emotions further disturbs the equilibrium 
resulting in a vicious cycle !



Sensory perception & Modern 
Science…………….

The more often a particular circuit in the brain is used, the 
stronger its connections become – intensification of 
sankharas. Movement along this circuit,i.e. that mode of 
behaviour, becomes automatic ! 

The brain takes the easy path, following the same 
sequence from sensation to feeling to (re)action… making 
us prisoners of our own mind.

These automatic habits of perception, feeling, thinking  are the 
building blocks of illusory sense of self --

However there is a way out….



Sensory perception & Modern 
Science…………….

Neuroscientist have shown that there is a time 
interval of ¼ sec between the moment of 
awareness of an intention in the brain and the 
moment of actual action
Mindfulness offers a way to access this gap and 
break the chain of emotional habit by interposing a 
reflective consciousness between emotional 
impulse and action.



Anatta & Modern Science…….
Nature of  “ Ego ” – Association with body-mind 
complex  as me and mine.
Scientific results :

Nature of body : cells continually dying and new ones 
are born – 98% atoms replaced annually => “every 
atom belonging to me as good belongs to you”  
Nature of atoms-fundamental particles=> 
manifestation of energy , inter-connectedness 
{magnetic field around electrons} =>quantum field is 
the fundamental physical entity



Anatta & Modern Science………
Scientific results :

Concept of individual existence of any single object is 
an illusion=> only a process of change manifesting in 
varied forms
Analogy-waves hitting a shore
Body only exists and persists by virtue of its continual 
participation in a host of  dynamic interactions with the 
wider biological world. Body is not a “pebble” but a 
“tune”-A Huxley
Space , time mere shadows of a Four dimensional 
space time continuum –the independent Reality



Anatta & Modern Science………
our conceit of “I” and our craving of “mine” do not let  us 
live up to our intellectual knowledge—the transactional 
self which, arises from the interplay of the five 
aggregates, and functions conventionally in the world is 
assumed to be REAL.

In all experience, with oneself {ego} as centre, with world 
viewed as consisting of individual objects , a 3-D universe 
is suggested

Plato’s cave analogy



Anatta & Modern Science………
Scientific results :
There is no “little person” in the brain who ‘sees’ the inner 
television screen, or ‘hears’ and inner voice etc. 
When a person sees it is because individually blind and  
stupid neurons are collectively orchestrated in the 
appropriate manner
All living systems are born with devices designed to solve 
automatically the problems of life—homeostasis—there is 
no ‘little’ controller organizing this.



Anatta & Modern Science……….

How to experience this Reality 
come out of the “ prison house of sight”—the illusion 

of ego
In mindful awareness we become aware of the 
arising and passing away of the five aggregates , 
which helps reduce identification of experiential 
process by an allegedly solid sense of self. 

in seeing there be just the seen, in hearing just the 
heard ……..

Four dimensional space time & the absolute :
In absolute there is neither space, nor time nor causation



Concluding Remarks

The findings of recent researches into cognitive 
processes and the functioning of brain show 
numerous parallels with the basic tenets of 
teachings of the Buddha
The efficacy of mindfulness practice in breaking  
the habit patterns (~ psychosclerosis) has been 
well understood on the basis of recent studies on 
brain.



Thank You !
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